Dear Honorable Minister Edbert J. Doran,

I would like to strongly appose the issuance of long-term lease to the water-rights and building of a breakwater/jetty in Beacon Hill near the Alegria Hotel. I believe the environmental impact of this development will be negative for our island, our natural resources, coastal protection and especially Maho Beach erosion, and stand firmly against it. There are protected species, such as corals and marine life, that will be impacted by this development and it is our duty to uphold the environmental legislation that was enacted to protect these species.

I would also like to note that if this development would lead to any type of sea aquarium, dolphinarium, or captive marine mammal activity I stand firmly against such a business to be established on the island of St. Maarten both now and in the future. The negative social and economical impacts of founding any sort of captive marine mammal park are evident all over the world, St. Maarten cannot afford such a controversial topic to tarnish our reputation during this time of rebuilding and growth.

Signed: